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ASH STAFF SHOWS ASS!
~bitorial

ECHO£S is an evolving, dynamic piece
of work, hated by some, (mostly state
employees), loved by others (mostly
prisoners). We who write regularly for,what
some cjill a "whiner's rai; have a variety of ,

reasons for doing so. We are most certainly
not all in agreement about what to write or
what should be printed, but there is a
common thread running through all of our
work. We want our .full membership in the
human family restored. We believe America
has abandoned the basic principles on which
this great nation was founded. We believe
this abandonment, is a grave threat to the
rights and freedoms of all Americans, not
just we citizens who are incarcerated here in
ASH. We are writing to signal our
awareness of wrongs done to us, knowing
that what is wrongly done to us today can be
expanded by politicians to apply to nearly
everyone reading this article. You who are
not. incarcerated, please consider how you
would feel if you were wronged in similar
ways. If you remain unconcerned, it wiil
happen to you, or to your children.

. Addendum'. .
Isn't the purpose of the SVP triaJ to

determine if a person currently fits the criteria? If
so, then the law recognizes that people change
dynamically over time. They age, certainly, but
they also learn new. things, alter their opinions
and attitudes, bec9me mellower or flintier, .give
up old habits, adopt new ones, start noticing
beautiful sunsets, being I..:inderto people. So .why
do. evaluators and prosecutors rely so heavily on
one's criminal history.and other static factors? Is
it some quirk of their psychological makeup, 0(
a consequence of their line of work? One can.
conceive of evaluators and prosecutors hailing a
more baJanced pomt of, view, dedicated to
fairness and justice, happy when they succeed in
restoring freedom to decent .people. Why are
people like this so rare? .

.
Atascadero, CA.--Echoes News Service

J '.

A real idiot has been p01U1dingthe
local press and, in a recent psycp'otic
episode, appeared before the Atascadero
City ~ouncil screaming "The sky. is
falling, the sky is falling". .

Fonner flower child, wannabe hippie
David Broadwater, a 30"'year State
employee (read failure in the free world
marketplace) ,who has been ~elegated to
the night shift for the past 20 years
because even his fellow workers don't
want to be' around him, asserts. there is
not near.. enough security.

.
.in the

hosprison and everyone is in danger of
having their throats cut at any minute.,

In a recent guest commentary
printed in a local weekly newspaper,
Daveo yapped about two "riots;', which
occun-ed on his watch. He went on to
explain how"... [he] was in. charge
during.the second riot.and organized the,
forces. required to regain control:

. My, My, How Modest. His co-
workers, contacted by £CHOES, seem to
disagree with the facts, and with his
assessment of his o;.vn ~portance.
Seems he's a legend in his own mind..

. Everyone else seems to remember
when., on the two occasions of alleged
"rio(' inmates. were .locked in the
dayroomarea while NazIs and Gestapo

. tore their living areas apart. and violated
- Attorney-client privilege by reading

their legal mail. That was also the times
they subjected everyone to a.visual.body
cavity search... in direct violation of the
Fourth Amendment of the United States

. Constitution.

He also mentioned bow the inmates
were sbakingtheir fists at staff' He
must not have noticed the raised middle

.
finger on all of those fists! 'He alSo
explained how three itlmates were
atTested. Yeah, well what happened?
Was anyone charged with anything? Did
anyone go to jail? Maybe the City
Council should check the atTest' sheet
down at the local cop shop.

Even a stopped clock is right twice a
day, and ECHOES is honor-bound to
poi1}tout the two truths expressed in the
article: Yes, it is a shame all the
taxpayers' dollars are being wasted in
hOUsiDg.JlSin a nut house. That fJgure is
75,000,000.'00 per year at last
counrAfi.d yes, the hosprison is grossly
understaffed. £CHOES feels the staff
should be increased at least three-fold
and all the salaries should be at least
doubled! Maybe' then the taxpaying
public will say "We're paying how
much???" and this social engineering
project will cometo a halt. .

. ECHO£.Swill always champion
free speech, and Mr. Broad-Water-on-
the-Brain is surely welcome to his
delusions; but he is soon to fmd out it is
not smart to lie to the press.
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' in :filtmortant
ECHOES asks everyone everywhere to pause

for a brief moment each day and remember,
with kindness, each of these, ouf Absent
Comrades:

Dean Danforth
Larry Goddard
Edward Samradi
Donald Lockett'
David Stansberry
Charles Rodgers
Dan Cloverdance...

July 27, 2001
June 2, 2001

.

May 3,2001:
Jan. 23,2001
May 10, 2000
May 29, 2000

.1998
Colman ~......... ~ '.. 2000

R~leased from this oppressive prison by
the Compassi9n and Grace of God. ;
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Static 99: ImDrovinl! Risk Assessments for Sex Offenders 1999-2002
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Discussion' ., ~.,;
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By R. Karl Hamon and David Thornton

The study compared the predictive accuracy of three sex offender risk assessment measures (The
RRASOR, the SACJ.Min, and a combined scale, Static 99) across the four data sets. The RRASOR
and the SACJ-Min showed roughly equivalent predictive accuracy and the combination of the two
scales was more accurate than either original scale. The incremental improvement of Static-99,
however, was relatively small. Static-99 showed moderate predictive accuracy for both sexual
recidivism (r=.32, ROC area= .69). Tbe variation in the predictive accuracy of Static-99 across the
four samples was nomqi'e than 'wou]d be expected by chance.' . '"

" .

"
If a risk scale is to be used in'appJiedconte~ts,then it is importantto considerwhetherthe degree

of predictive accuracy is sufficient to inform rather than mislead. Critics .could suggest, for example,
that a correlation in the .30 range is insufficient for decision-making since it only accounts for ]0%
of the variance. Even if such an argument was correct (and many argue that it is not - See: Ozer,
1985), most decision-makers are not particularly concerned about "percentage of variance accounted
for". Instead, applied .risk decisions typically hinge on whether offenders surpass a specified
probability of recidivism (e.g., more than ~OOIo). . .'

Estimating absolute recidivism rates is a difficult task since many sex offences go undetected.
(e.g. Bonta & Hanson, 1994). Observed rates (especially with short follow-up periods) are like]y to
substantiaUy underestimate the actual recidivism rates. Nevertheless, Static-99 identified a
substantial sub-sample of offenders (approx. ]2%) whose observed sex offense recidivism rates were
only 10% after ]5 years. Differences of this magnitude should be of interest to many applied
decision~ makers, .' if'

The similarity in the observed recidivism rates across all samples allows some confidence in
conviction rateestlmates provided by Static-99. The degree of similarity was remarkable considering
that the srudies were drawn from different countries, different language groups, different settings
(i.e., prison, secure hospital), and di~rent decades. All the studies for which survival data was
available used official conviction as the same date optcome criteria, ,On the other hand, the Oak
Ridge sample had a higher recidivism rate than the other thiee samples. Thirty-five percent of the
Oak Ridge sample recidivated with a sex offence recidivism rate within 10years, whereas only 25%
of the H.M, Prison Service recidivated after a longer follow-up period. (16 years). The Oak Ridge
recidivism rates were relatively high since they used a broad recidivism criteria (arrests, re-
admissions) and they may have included particularly high risk offenders. In support of the later
hypothesis, Sheffe's post hoc tests found that a mean score on Static.99 was higher in the Oak Ridge
sample (mean=4.1) than in the other three samples (mean = 3,0). Whether recidivism rate

'differences would remain after controlling for pre-existing risk levels could not be determined with
available data.'

.

Another approach to judging a meaSure's predictive accuracy is to compwe it to the avai]able
alternatives. For the prediction of sex offense recidivism, Static-99 is clearly more accurate (r=.33)
than unstructured clinica] judgment (average r=.1O; Hanson & Bussiere, 1998), The Violence Risk
Appraisal Guide (VRAG), one of the best established risk assessment instruments, correlated only
.20 with sex offense recidivism ina cross-replication (Rice & Harris, 1997, QuinSy, et a1. 1998), have
proposed a revision 'of the VRAG for se>..'Ualoffenders, entitled The Sex Offender Risk Appraisal
Guide (SORAG). A]though the SORAG is reported to be a good predictorofvio]ent recidivism, its
relationship to sexual recidivism is relatively weak (ROC area of :62 compared to. .67 for Static-99 in
the same Oak Ridge data set). The MnSOST-R appears to predict sex offence recidivism ( r= A5)
somewhat better than Stat!c-99, but the MnSbST has yet to be fully cross-validated. (Epperson et al.,
1998).

.

. ~ Although Static-99 was designed to predict sex offence recidivism, it also showed reasonable
accuracy in the prediction of any violent recidivism among sex offenders (r = .32,ROC area = .69)In
comparison, a recent meta-analysis found the average correlations between Hare's Psychopathy
Checklist Revised (Hare, ]991) and violent recidivism was .27 (n = ], 374; Hemphill, Hare and
Wong, 1998).Static-99, however, may not be the instrument of choice when the goal is predicting
any violent recidivism. Tbe VRAG, for one, predicts any violent recidivism substantially better than
the Static.99 (r=.47, ROC area= .77, in a cross-replicatitm sample of 159 sex offenders. (Rice &
Harris, 1997). Nevertheless, Static-99 may be useful in settings that lack the time, resources and/or
information required to complete the VRAG.

The combination of the RRASOR and the SJAC.Min was called Static-99 to indicate that it
includes only' static variables, and that it is this year's version of a work in progress. It is likely that
actuarial risk scales can improve upon Static-99 by including dynamic (changeable) risk factors as
well as additional static variables. The variables are grouped according to five dimensions that are
plausibly related to the risk o~sexual offence recidivism" sexual deviance, range of available victims,
persistence (lack of deterrence or "habit strength"), anti sociability and age (young). The variables
chosen to mark these dimensions were those conveniently available in the existing data sets.

._-~ PLEASE SEE NEXT PAGE FOR CONTINUATION OF THIS ARTICLE-----
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ST ATIC-99 DISCUSSION CONTINUED----

Deliberate efforts to created variables targeting these risk dimensions has the promise of substantially
improving the prediction of sex offense recidivism. Additional variables could include, for example,
repetitive victim choice (same age and sex) as a marker for sexual deviance (See Freund and Watson, 1991)
or early onset of sex offending as a marker of "persistence".

The inclusion of dynamic factors would likely increase the scale's predictive accuracy (Hanson & Harris,
1998, in press). Among non-sexual criminals, dynamic variables predict recidivism as well or better than
static variables (Gendreau, Little and Goggin, 1996). The research on dynamic factors related to sexual
offending is not well developed, but some plausible dynamic risk factors include intimacy deficits (Saidman,
Marshall, Hudson & Robertson, 1994), sexualisation of negative affect (Cartoni, 1998), attitudes tolerant of
sexual assault (Hanson & Harris, 1998), emotional idlntification with children (Wilson, 1999), treatment
failure, and non-cooperation with supervision (Hanson 4Harris, 1998).

Use Of Static-99 in Sex Offender Risk Assessments:

The Static-99 is intended to be a measure of long-term risk potential. Given its lack of dynamic factors,
it cannot be used to select treatment targets, measure change, evaluate whether offenders have benefited
from treatment, or predict when (or under what circumstances) sex offenders are likely to recidivate.

There are several different ways in which empirically derived risk scales can be used in clinical
assessments. Quinsey, et aI., (1998) have argued for a pure actuarial approach: risk predictions are those
providedby the actuarialscale with no allowancesfor other factors. . Theyarguethat clinicaljudgment is
so much inferior to actuarial methods that any consideration of clinical judgment simply dilutes predictive
accuracy.

Their position is plausible and is likely true in many situations. However; actuarial risk scales are
accurate to the extent that they consider all relevant risk factors. Static-99 does not claim to be
comprehensive, for it neglects whole categories of potentially relevant variables (e.g., dynamic factors).
As well, prudent evaluators would want to consider whether there are special features of individual cases
that limit the applicability of actuarial risk scales (e.g., a debilitating disease or stated intentions to re-
offend).

As research progresses, variables external to the actuarial scheme will either be shown to improve risk
predictions (and be incorporated into scales) or be shown to add no new information and be dismissed.
Until the empirical information is available, evaluators wishing to consider external variables need to
carefully articulate the rationale for including each variable. One plausible approach is to begin with the
risk predictions provided by the actuarial scale, and adjust these predictions (up or down) based on
empirically validated risk factors that were not considered in the development of the original actuarial
scale. In most cases, the optimal adjustment would be expected to be minor or none at all.

The Structured Risk Assessment (SRA) framework developed by David Thornton is one example of a
structured approach to combining actuarial risk scales with other empirically based risk factors. The
current version of SRA uses Static-99 as the first step in risk assessment. The second step uses the
offender's functioning on dynamic risk factors to revise this initial classification. Medium risk cases are
re-classified as high risk if their functioning is psychologically similar to high risk offenders, and it is re-
classified down to lower risk if their functioning is psychologically similar to low risk offenders. The
third step uses information devised from a response to treatment. The fourth step considers the offender's
typical offence pattern in conjunction with situational risk factors. This kind of system reflects the
complexity of the real situations in which risk assessment takes place. At each stage the system is
empirically based, becoming actuarial where practical and elsewhere using lesser, although still credible,
forms of evidence (bi-variate analysis, retrospective analysis, etc.). Two recent prospective studies
(Allam, 1998; Clark, 1999, personal communication) found that the key dynamicoomponents of the SRA
improved upon assessments using solely static factors.

Although Static-99 can meaningfu1Jy differentiate between sex offenders with higher or lower
probabilities of recidivism, the labels used to describe the various risk levels (low, medium-low, medium
high, high) do not reflect any absolute standard of risk. The standard of tolerable risk depends on the
context of the assessment. An offender with a 10% chance of sexual recidivism over 15 years may be an
good candidate for conditional release (i.e., "low" risk), but an unacceptably high risk for holding
positions of trust over children.

CONCLUSION

The present study is a part of a growing body of research supporting empirically based risk prediction
for sexual offenders. No risk prediction scheme will be entirely accurate, and the measures described in
the current article are far from perfect. Nevertheless, the current results are a serious challenge to skeptics
who claim that sexual recidivism cannot be predicted with sufficient accuracy to be worthy of
consideration in applied contexts. The value of unstructured clinical opinion can be questioned, but there
is sufficient evidence to indicate that empirically based risk assessments can meaningfully predict the risk
for se:>'llaloffence recidivism. It i~ 11Oto future researchers and clinicians to build upon the foundations
that have already been established:

.

J

l.reativit'f ~
A criminal statute without a penalty,

A civil right without a remedy,
Can never exist in a practical theory of
government;

A dormant right, that cannot be enforced,
Is no right at all.

To say that the law wilJ give a party a
judgment, and yet refuse him an execution
to enforce it, is to him the shadow and
withholding of the substance.

Robinson V.Mcgee, 1858

A system of reciprocating injustice that
prompts anger arid encourag~ violence,
should never be sHowed to exist.

Rex McCurdy

Darkness and light divide the course of
time, and oblivion shares with memory a
great part even of our living being.

Sir Thomas Brown

The ability to frod pleasure in one's
accomplishments is not natural, but God's
gift.

The natural human is never pleased, but
always greedy for more. --Mon.-

.Justice:
.

.
!!alancing her scales,
Blind Justice awaits the arguments;
So they are empty on the Courtroom steps,
Saucers of air. Who wilJ produce the tilt?

Cartoon strokes - Daurnier, Nast - of the
glutted suck to pork belly reward,
While the gaunt poor
rise heavenward in their rags, of course.

Some balancing act, but once she learned
to do justice, to await- unbiased, stone
cold- coin of the realm, mealy grain,
Butcher's thumb, his head on a platter-
A skill they say you never forget, like
riding a two-wheeJer.

~ever forget the blindfold,
standing or seated, what matter
She is perched.
Who will weigh elegy above the ode?
It is some other Goddess Nefro;
the torch of art and song.

Excerpt from: Natural History, a
novel by Maureen Howard,

Right On!
"No studies have demonstrated that
clinician's judgments are more accurate
than those of laypersons, and there is at
leasr V1l )tudy showing that they are not."
(Quirisey & Ambtman, 1979) Psychology,
Public Policy and Law, VolA .Pg. 88- Pub.
By American Psychological Association.
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s. v .P. Escape Hatch Hi~ler(orthe~MH)morepower,whichthe
ByRichardC.Bishop ReJ~hstag (JegJslature) gave him. Having

Have you ever read subsection 6605 (t)
received total power, Hitler (DMH) became

of California's Welfare and Institutions
more ~thless and brutal, always needing

Code? It provides for the release of
somethmg~r someone-~-to whip up

prisonet.<:who are no l,onger considered to
proper emotIOn, accompanied by. constant

be S~. When l)r",H determines that
propagan~~EventuaJJy the Jews (now the

one of its prisoners no longer fits SVP
alleged SVP"s) became the scapegoats.

criteria, it is mandated to file a Habeas There are many concentration camps (16

Corpus petition for the prisoner's release in
t States, or more, in the U.S.), with many

the local Superior Court. (not in the county i placed there for any reason (or revocation-

of commitment). charge). These concentration camps and

This provision of the laws was designed, rigid enforcement of the Dictator's laws

in the words of Eric Janus* "to facilitate (WIC 6600, et seq.) produced boundless

professional review and error correction..." fear in the public.

Presumably it was included in the law to It appears that the same is happening in

ensure that mistakes by professional the United States, bringing in a Nazi police

evaluators and therapists (as well as Judges state to America. For all of the above have

and juries, with their heavy reliance on been reinforced, through conditioning, by

professional opinion) could be corrected comments of journalists and commentators,

immediately upon discovery, instead of playing the public propaganda well.

forcing the unjustly imprisoned person to As hate is now being directed tow~
cool his heels until the next regularly radical Muslim terrorists, the alleged S~~
scheduled court hearing. No doubt are being likened to terrorists, in their own
legislators wrote this subsection to shore up right, to support the public's fear. Who
their insincere claim that the purpose of the wants to release a person labeled SVP?
law is treatment, not punishment. They wouldn't be charged if they weren't

Subsection 6605(t) has never been guilty of something, right? Why does no

invoked. Not once. Are we to infer that one question the reasoning here--- or are
evaluators and therapists never make they, finally? We will see how "our" U.S.

mistakes? Do SVPs never become decent, Supreme Court Justices view the level of
law-abiding citizens without "professional" criteria that may be applied to consider a
help? Does it mean that no prisoner in ASH person a dangerous Sexually Violent
will ever be released unless we jump Predator, resulting in indefinite
through all the humiliating hoops; kiss confinement, thus allowing the States to
every therapist's ass, give up ou selJ lock 'em up and throwaway the key. Even
esteem, health and manhood? though many have been law-abiding

citizens, who have paid their taxes, for
many years prior to enactment and
application of the SVP law. \

As we slowly get accustome4 LJhe added
police and military powers among us, are
we to allow the new Gestapo powers to
erode our most precious Constitutional
protections and our right to be tree
foHowing termination of a criminal
sentence?

*Janus, E. (Winter, 1996). Preventing
Sexual Violence: Setting Principlea
Constitutional Boundaries on Sex Offender
Commitments Indiana Law Journal, Vol.
72, Number 1, Available at:
http::.\", w.!aw.indiamJ.edu.'ili,\72/.hJ i!
v72uoJ .l1tml

Transitions From Nazi
Germany
By Robert D, LeFort

Hitler used strong emotions (e.g.,
Sexually Violent Predator) to bring about
the desired result each time it was wanted.

,Nazi t"lr"paganda, aided by the media,
playel1\lJto the hilt. The citizens were thus
conditioned todo the dictator's will without
thought. Fear, of course, played a part as it
does now.

As more terror and threats to public
safety grew, people were willing to give

Mr-. I)ean~s CU.-ne.-
,

By 1. Dean

Please don't be offended by what I
write, unless you deserve to be.

Not everything written about us is true,
but some of it comes damn close. Some of
us are feeling a little offended by what was,
written in the New Times, ob, poor you,
get over it and move on.

The administration is on the run to point
the finger at someone in its own ranks

~ood. They've lost control over their own
peopJe and that is a good thing. The rank
and file aren't as together as they would,
have Sacramento believe.

You either have control or you don't,
you either have a mental disorder or you
don't. What you wanna bet Sacramento
thinks everyone down here is nuts?

JS.otall of us have a mental disorder, not
all of us fall into, the category of "Sick
Persons", You'd be hard pressed to prove it
to \ole, the way some of our commitments
ad when they use the church as their play
ground.

If playing slap and tickle is your thing,
then you need to confine it to your livi"g
quarters. Church is where you pray. ~
W'her~ 'lou ,P\ay. .

In the lessons we have learned while
growing up, you'd think we'd have already
learned how to handle frustration.

Sometimes we feel we haven't learned a
damned thing at all. We have spent most of
our lives in Jails or, ~risons all over the
United StateS and in California.

We know what frustration is, but it is an
on-going battle for us.

Even in the unmendly world in which
we live, we are Jearning how best to control
our emotions and behavior. Our frustration,
our emotions are a direct test of our
strength.

How we handle ourselves in here around
all these different kinds of mental and
behavioral disorders will show u; and
everyone else, how we will handled
ourselves in the free world.

~()tes:
Between 1865 and 1890, a recruit in the

United States Cavalry earned $13.00 a
month. Today, in the year 2002, we lucky
folks here at ASH get $12.50. The cost of
living musta been higher back in the
calvary's heyday.

J.S. (Quoted)
If I had a dollar for every lie told by

staff,I would be very wealthy in practically
no time. '

Collect all the carrots extended on sticks
here at ASH. You could feed all the
world's rabbits.
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No Taped Interviews
By Richard C. Bishop

In spite of court orders requiring
evaluators to allow electronic recording or
the presence of the prisoner's attorney
during evaluation interviews, it still is not
happening, DMH is stonewalling the courts,
denying prisoners this most basic right to fair t
and objective evaluations, and fi-ustrating..
defendants' right to discovery. ~

Why is DMH playing hardball? It isn't hard
to guess at some of the likely reasons. Number
One: DMH is so used to having its own way in
court--usually getting rubber-stamp judicial
approval of professional opinion---the pooh-
hahs in Sacramento feel insulted that anyone
would dare insinuate that these professionals
make mistakes or might be even slightly
dishonest. '

Number two: The professionals are indeed
incompetent, unprofessional, dishonest, and
agenda driven. They would be exposed in court
if attorneys had records of interviews with
clients. This would be a grave embarrassment to
the department and a possible threat to future
funding.

What is your guess? Send it to ECHOES, If it
is thought provoking, entertaining, or humorous,
we'll publish it.

Getting an electronic record of an evaluation,
interview, or having our attorney present, is
absolutely necessary for fairness and justice,
ASH evaluators and therapists, as well as other
employees, engage regularly in conversations
with district attorneys, their deputies, and law
enforcement officials. They cannot be
considered neutral; they are de facto agents of
the pr<)Secutors, Would you submit to an
untap~ interview with a police investigator or
the deputy D.A. who prosecuted you at your
svp trial? '

Be Aware
By Ken Talhelm, Stalag 21

For those of you who are in the phases or
those who are planning on going into the phases,
here is something you should know. When I fIrst
came to ASH, I was diagnosed with a 14%
chance of re-offending. I was in the phases ff"-
26 months, which should have dropped
recidivism to almost 0%. At my show cai:t:;$
hearing, the phase program was used against me.
The two evaluators said that because of the higb
risk and cognitive distortions that I gave them in
phase 2, my recidivism rate had gone from 14%
to 33%! Also, other phase 2 work and material
were discussed in court. My advice, if you are in
phases, get out, and, if you are planning to go in,
don't. There is absolutely no confIdentiality in
the phases like you are led to believe. Anyone
interested in seeing my court transcripts, to see
for yourself, feel free to contact me at any time.

Letteto rs
Editor:

Greetings. No doubt you are wondering the
whys and wherefores that brought this letter to
you. Be advised that 1, too, was an inmate of
your Gulag for some 16 years - from April I of
1983 to December of 1998. That was before
your present domicile was built. It was only in
the talk stage then.

I pled "no contest" to some 24 counts. I
begged for psychiatric help and my plea was
granted, I was sentenced to 48 years and 11
months for my acting out, but I was told by my
lawyer at that time, "Don't worry about the big
number. It means nothing, Just go down there
and give it your best shot, and you will be back
on the streets in not more than three years~1I
followed his advice and went through many
group phases and exercises. Periodically, I was
called in for quarterly conferences to see bow I
was doing. After awhile I was being fed the
same verbal gruel that I was almost ready for the
streets again. But, they felt that I needed to go
through this "one more" program (psych. Tech,
controlled group therapy). After completing said
group, I'd ask, "Am I ready yet?" Of course,
their reply was "almost nearly, but not quite
hardly". Seems they could always fmd some
excuse to say. that I still needed further
treatment.

In that ftrst 5 or 6 years, I went back to court
twice ~ith favorable recoI11mendations from
ASHfhY}he DA was too(wg~ }for my public
defenOtl to stand up against. vf course, I was
returned to ASH to go through more of their
alleged treatment program that would prepare
me for the CONREP p~am. Then, when it
appeared that the $y\h.P6 s were about to take
over ASH, I was sent up here where it was
alleged that I would surely be sent to CONREP
within a few months.

My last quarterly conference revealed to me
that I am relegated to this place until my demise.

I don't think it is possible to set up any kind
of peer organization here due to the way we are
broken up in smaIl groups, (None exceeding
50)(Surely you can find someone there who can
tell you some important details of this
concentration camp).

One of my friends there sent me a copy
of your December issue. I read it with a
great interest and would like to receive
more of your publication. I knew Elmer
Bock on Ward 31 and also "Woody" Jones
on Ward 16. Talk to them and they can give
you a good rundown on me. In the near
future, you can expect to receive stamps
ITomme to help your cause,

Respectfully Yours,

Lawrence Terry
Napa State Hospital

SHAME, SHAME, SHAME...
By Robert D. LeFort

SHAME. The Oxford English Dictionary
defines shame as "the painful emotion
arising ITom the consciousness of
something dishonoring, ridiculous, or
indecorous in one's own conduct or
circumstances" .

Being accused, tried, and convicted for a
sex crime has most definitely caused us to
feel the emotion of shame. In most of our
situations it has led to our acceptance of a
plea-bargained conviction. Following our
conviction or, at least, the last one, we (or
most of us) spent time in a penitentiary-a
place where we were isolated so we could
reflect upon our ~/condJlc) and
transgressions, Durin) period that
we were doing time, we--funtinued feeling
the shame and fear of being exposed as a
sex offender. But, we have since completed
our penitence for our transgressions and
convictions. And the shame never has, and
never will, go away,' partly due to the
unforgiveness of our society. Nevertheless,
we need to move forward with perpetual
improvement.

Additionally, shame is a consequence of
the way we think about ourselves relative
to standards and goals, the things we want
to accomplish before we retire or die, and
the way we feel, then and now. Shame
leads to displaced emotion, but shame is
not equal to an emotional impairment. At
least, for the majority of. the SVP
population, who refuse to be brainwashed
into believing they are doomed to the cycle
of abuse. .

Shame is not pathological in itself, but
our response to it is a key factor, as we
return to our moral balance. Unlike those
who are able to eliminate the emotion of
shame, we have, and need, shame. For
shame is powerful and is ultimately what
prevents us from doing awful things.
Shame is the boundary that can and should
control our excesses, separate public and
private thoughts, and our actions. And
resolve at least a few of our ambiguities.

As a German proverb reads: "So long as
there is shame, there is hope of virtue". So,
strive to be a virtuous man, now!

Factoid
"Programs offered in the community

were found to be more effective than those
in institutions" .(Andrews, et al., 1990) Pg,
105. Psychology, Public Policy and Law,
Pub. By American Psychological Assn.
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A Psychiatrist In His Corner
'&v Richard C. Bishop
- A recent colwnn on the L.A. Times op-ed

page (Feb. I I, 2002) by Alen 1. Salerian, a
psychiatrist, advocated forcing Mike. Tyso~ to
undergo psychiatric treatment. Salenan thinks
Tyson should not be allowed to fight until he
submits to psychiatric care and subsequently gets
a clean bill of mental health.

Salerian believes there is no difference
between medical and mental disabilities. That is
where he's dead wrong. Medical disabilities are
well defmed, with identifiable causes, specific
treatments, and more or less predictable
outcomes. Mental disabilities are whatever the
psychiatrist says they are (not based on any
scientific principles) and it is impos.sibl{tb~edict
their eventual outcome. Is that a reliabl~ls for
mandatory psychiatric treatment? And, don't
forget, people are not forced to submit to medical
treatment in America.

It seems that the dream of most
psychiatrists is to force large numbers of people
to undergo psychiatric treatment. That means to
lock' em up in state-run institutions for years (or a
lifetime), deny them adequate judicial review,
deprive them of nearly all amenities, and keep
their families and friends away from them as
much as possible. In other words, make them~8Ii
miserable as possible and totally dependent, 0-\
psychiatric staff for their now meager needs.

To Salerian and others like him, a human
being in need (according to them) of psychiatric
treatment is a subhuman species who is not
entitled to human rights, human companionship,
or respect. It makes me wonder about his mental
health.

Mr. Dean's Corner
So many mouths to feed and not enough

fresh ~ The predators are circling for the
kill 06.w.ar.. J I. Young fresh meat has arrived
for their feasting eyes. A list of names was
written up of possible "Chicken Hawks", to see
which one would gain the meat. There was
some talk of betting going on, but this has
never been confirmed. 1\T')body is certain
where, or better whO@;made up the list. There
was also rumor of an errant Knight(d9ng battle
with an old hag who would do possible harm to
a fresh young victim, or the reputations of a
chosen few. *

.. I would like to mention that I:ihrJ 30 also
received some young entertainmelJL, but this
writer doesn't know jYvv~,~ 39 has the same
kind of predators as Wy.rd'31.
Reputations are something to be guarded

closely in a society as fertile as ours. In a
society of "Tree Jumpers" or "Chesters",
reputations are very important.

God forbid anyone should ever call one of
us a Rapist or Child Molester. If you are so
unsure of yourself and or position amongst
those with which you dwell, then pity you. I do.

, 1'ttis-i5 a COJWof aft letter. verbatim, to
the Editor of the New Times Newspaper,
February 2S-March 7. 2002, as it
appeared in the opinion section).

The Real Problem at ASH
We are being held at Atascadero State Hospital.

Vie would like to respond to the anonymous article

'lY someone claiming to be an ASH staff member
(t'This is Insane", New Times, Dec. 6,2002)

The article did the ASH administration a favor
by vilifying us in order to give administrators
justification for any action they may take in the
future. When we battle peacefully and legally for
what is right, we are accused of causing anarchy
in the two "riots" mentioned.

The anonvmous writer fails to mention that the
ASH staff gets special training on how to deal
with SVP's. (Sexually Violent Predators)-
including how to have minimal contact with us
and to treat us worse than prisoners. This leads to
cold, suspicious, attitudes.

.

Some staff members treat us more humanely,
but this often leads to derision from their peers;
and abuse and pressure to conform from their
superiors.

We do not deny or sugar-coat our past crimes
as SVP's, but the important word here is "past".
The writer wants people to believe that our crimes
were only yesterday and ore ongoing. But, every
one of us has already completed our prison
sentences, some have even completed parole.

The hospital and the State want us continually
punished. When we were sentenced, the State of
California made a binding contract with us,
agreeing to release us at a certain time based on
our behavior. It then violated that contract by
keeping us incarcerated. in county jails, and this
hospital, when our sentences were completed.

Prison psychologists have found nothing
wrong with us mentally. If they had, they would
have been legally bound to treat us while we were
in prison. Then, just before many of us are to be
paroled, a state-bought psychologist says we all
have a mental disorder and can't be released. The
American Psychiatric Association has stated that,
disordered or not, we don't belong in a mental
hospital.

Yes, there are a few who can be violent- but
only about I% of the hospital population. The
reports of assaultive behavior mentioned are
merely reports on the actions of men standing up
for what they believe is right in the face of great
opposition.

Although ASH will tell you that no one has
ever died here, fmd out how many of us have
"died in route" to the local hospital after 1eaving
here not breathing and with no pulse.

Count how many had a clean bill of health
from the California Department of Corrections,
but suddenly found themselves with Hepatitis C
and other diseases here. This is just a tip of the
ASH iceberg.

It is time to leave behind hospital and
legislative propaganda and reveal that we are the
least violent people incarcerated here- and that

I

ASH promotes a campaign of hate designed to
slander those who have wronged and have paid
their debt to society in full.

Signed: Niles Carr, Steven Mendoza,
William Langhorn, Geoffrey La Franchi,
Atascadero State Hospital.

THIS IS NOT INSANE
Sexually Violent Predators are not driving

At.ascadero State Hospital to the brink of anarchy.
Here is what need to be done with this unsigned
commentary.

(Editors Note: New Times has a policy of not
publishing anonymous letters or commentaries-
But, this week, we're making an exception. The
following, unsigned article came to us from
someone who says they work at Atascadero State
Hospital and fears being fired for speaking out
about the hospital's current difficulties.)

For public discussion or not, this New Times
rag is doing this hospitals dirty work, and
violating its own trust, policy and public
responsibility.

By publishing this unsigned commentary they
have not only violated their own policies, but
have violated the public trust by showing their
lack of volitional control in reporting to the public
forum truthful1y and honestly. The ravings in this
commentary are the work of a patient in
Atascadero State Hospital, not a responsible, in

<control member of the Atascadero communIty.
(Atascadero State Hospital is in a state of

anarchy.) Get Real! California's premier forensics
hospital has been a mess for a long time and most
certainly before we SVP's showed up. The only
outrage the public should feel is the outrage of
being lied to by the people they entrusted to tell
them the truth of what is happening in their State.

The public would really be outraged if they
knew how their tax dollars were really being
used. . $190,000.00 per patient a year for
treatment at ASH-money better spent in the
schools and community.

Many of the Sexually Violent Predators in
Atascadero came trom county jails around the
state. Very few came to ASH from the Dept. of
Corrections. While some of the SVP's do have a
mental disorder, not all fall into that category.

A lot of the blame for the public being left in the
dark abut misuse of tax dollars, misinformation, and
abuses of the public communications networks has
to fall directly on the newspapers.

News services around the country have passed
o~ misinformation to the pu?lic, an9flevision and
Wadiostations are just as gwlty.

/ Like a Bull with a ring in it's nose, the public
has been led around by their want to believe in
something positive happening in their State and
communities. The reporters have fed the publIc
horse and made them believe it was beef.

People that write fiction should stay with
companies that sell and print fiction. People that
publish newspapers and gather news from around
the globe should do so responsibly and honestly.

()
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SOME KIND OF
EXPERTS

Each of the men listed below were evaluated
AT LEAST four times. Each of them were deemed
to be too dangerous to be released, even on bond.
State whores all swore they were perverts of the
worst stripe. All of them were released during the
past six years and NONE of them has re-offended!
Might think about having your attorney read the
list to each whore while they are on the stand
expounding upon their expertise in picking out the
worst of the worst.

ALAMEDA COUNTY

Hamlin, Jason
Hayze, Da..1er
Kevser, Bill

Stevens, Michael
Todd, Anthony
Reams, Thomas

BUTTE COUNTY
Hunt,Don -
I~del' FRESNO COUNTY
~ Sruce West,Lonnie <./

(vI co f\::; ..I..5 C(
'l \..

LOS ANGELES COUNTY
Mala, James Jackson, Dion
Bean, Paul Johnson, Marvin
Cook, Tom Kent, Michael
Corbin, John Mendibels, Frank
Corrina, Billy Mitchell, Graylin
Daniel, David Morwiei, Dan
Douglas, Tyrone Nash, Dwayne
Ferietto, Pet,~ Perry, Nathin
Fields, Melvin Phillips, Schamen
Freeman, Rick Pierre, Leonard
Furillo, John Smith, Edmond
Garcia, John Warrro1:JMicharol ,

George, Eugene 1>"1<..1(.- K'~ I:x:v't
C b

. ?
. /

U IS, . L > il l, .,~ ~"(.-v..t"P"\r c.:.f,/

MERCED COUNTY
Mendoza, Raymond'

.

ORANGE COUNTY
Ferris, Mark Phillips, Gregory

Angelli, Derris
RIVERSIDE COUNTI

Vandershuit,Kimball Mercer,James
Ftlc K

SACRAMENTO COUNTY

Burrows, Delmar Lamphere, David

t SAN BERARDINO COUNTY
~Adams, Ted Cook, Thomas
~ Garcia,Pete Hastings,E.
Murillo, Richard & Roberson, J.
Rodgers, Gerald Rodriguez, Louie
Spencer, 1. Torres, Hugo

SAN DIEGO COUNTY
Turner, James

SAN FRANCISO COUNTY
Lecomo,Doug., Salcido,Carltis
Weber~ /<.;.."

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
Carter, Kenny

SAN LUIS d;BISPO COUN
Royster,Harold Walker,Ro rt

SAN MATEO CO UN
Anguiano,Rojelio Miller,Chester

Salas, AI
SOLANO COUNTY

STOCKTON
Bradford,Andre Gatlen,Sinclair

VENTURA
Herria, Ronald\/' Peters, lamesV'

NO COUNTY LISTED
Ouiroz, James

PREDATORS "TEACHING" PREDATORS
By Former Washington SVP David Nelson

"Lead by example". How many times have you heard these words?
Most of your life, right? Good, moral and ethical principles are taught not
only by words, but also in deed. Quid-pro-quo, bad, immoral, and unethical
principles are not only taught by words, but also by deeds.

This is exactly what is happening at the Special Commitment Center
located on McNeil Island in Washington State where the state is imprisoning
sex offenders who have done their time for their crimes. A program this slate
likes to call a "state of the art facility".

Therapists at the S.C.C. are there to teach and guide sexual offenders
in how to reprogram their thoughts and actions so that offending will not
happen again, and so future victims will not be created. How then can a
therapist or staff member at the S.C.C. honestly, morally, and ethically
"instruct" these men in the difference between right and wrong when they,

~s you go through the house,
Turning out lights,

Do you ever wonder when it
stopped being a home?

Wbere bib pou babeto go
tbatpou coulbn't

take tbe otber along?

~ou were tired, and you
Wanted to be free, while my
Love just grew stronger with

the passage of each day.

3J" waited for you forever, and

then I waited another day.

My heart just grew older.

~O\D pou babe exactlp \Dbat pou
al\Dap$ \Danteb, so tbere is no

reason to be unbappp

l\.emember that as you
turn out the lights and

bitterly curse beneath
your breath.

TimP.~cClanahan

themselves, are doing many of the same offenses for which these men are re-
imprisoned under the guise of "public safety"?

During the week of July 9th, 2001, the Special Commitment Center
was again in the Federal Courts for their inept treatment of those men under
a law that was found unconstitutional, Arizona, Feb. 2001.

Against the State's vehement objections, reports were entered in the
July hearing concerning stafI"therapists" sexual conduct among themselves.
The reports, filed by some therapists against others reported numerous
sexual activities, sexual harassment charges, and even an "orgy" allegedly
caught on tape by Dept. of Corrections involving employees of the S.C.c.
(Excerpted-and shortened)

In March of 2002, one of the "therapists" invo]ved in some of the
above sexual allegations was fired by the S.C.c. and a newspaper story
about him, T. Smith, stated more than 80 incidents of this person using
state computers to visit "porno" sites on the Web; and other infractions.

rl
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I Had a Dream...
Tim McCJanahan

On February 18, Reich Marshal Program Director Milce
(Tinkerbell) Hughes wrote a 1ltler to the Editor of the TRIBUNE.
The letter was obvious resJXJnse to some sort of "gay bashing"
article the paper had printed earlier. Here, in its entirety, is the
article entitled "Wakingfrom a Bad Dream ".

I have followed with interest the vo1Jeys between Mr. Kinz
and .. -;,.. ,
the readers n; ,.rrovokes.The Bible IS not the: flw of this lahu,
even if it has had a strong influence on our country's
development.

Homosexuality is a normal, healthy variant of human sexual
expression and I resent the divisive and derogatory attempts of
would-be theocrats to assert otherwise.

This is an exciting time for me to be alive. We, as culture,.
are awakening trom a very long, very bad dream.

In this dream, it is permltted by the Bible to own another
person and force him or her to work in chains. In this dream, men
can own women and children as property and dispose of them
accordingly. In this dream, homosexuality is a sin and people who
practice it may be disemboweled or burned alive.

We are waking trom a nightmare and it is a beautiful
morning.

Very eloquent, Mikey. Everyone is happy you are waking
up. Maybe you can explain why, while you are awake, you lend
your support to a program that "own[s] another person..." and
allows the State to "...dispose of them accordingly." Or does the
SVP program validate your stance by allowing you to say "See,
the State says I'm not a pervert... THEY are the perverts!".

. Can you honestly say having all these men
in bondage does not feed some sort of fantasy?

In case you have not noticed, the Bible obviously affects a
lot of evaluators, too. We have a disproportionate amount of
homosexuals in the SVP population when compared to the tree
world. Guess they, and the Legislature, feel you gays are not only.
sinners, but criminals as well. Why don't you ask them to wake
up, too?

A similar question begs to be answered: When are WE -~oinR tCtWakeUD fi-om OTTR nigbtm~!rf"?
A- . - - ~

.

~
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THE BILL OF RIGHTS - ASH'S PROPOSAL
FOR FORCED SEX OFFENDER TREATMENT

The proposed new DMH regu1ations for "non-LPS"
commitments (that's us) wi11 a110w ASH to 1imit
and monitor our phone ca11s, open and read our
incoming and outgoing mai1, restrict visits,
reduce 1aw 1ibrary access, and genera11y a110w
the hospita1 to 1imit and define our 'rights
as it sees fit. A11 that is bad enough, but
even worse, under the guise of a "right to
receive treatment for a diagnosed menta1
disorder", ASH apparent1y p1ans to force sex
offender treatment on the 80-90 % of the 6600
popu1ation that is now refusing it. The
exp1anatory notes under the proposed new Tit1e
9, Section 883 (c) and (3) .f:jtatethat the
hospi ta1 "has a 1ega1 ob1igation to provide
treatment for a diagnosed menta1 disorder for
patients placed or comitted in the faci1i1 ty"
and that "by not providing treatment, the state
hospita1 is not fo110wing state and federal
regu1ations" and "the safety of the patient or
other patients may be at risk". As the
hospita1 a1ready does provide treatment, in the
sense of making it avai1ab1e, this statement
about "not providing treatment" can on1y mean
that ASH intends to provide such treatment in
the sense of forci.ng us to take it. Hospi ta1
officia1s have ...;ng'-fe1t that if a person is
committed here by the courts for treatment,
then ASH is 1ega11y ob1igated to see that the
person actua11y receives it, not mere1y that it
is avai1ab1e for the person to consent to or to
refuse. Forced treatment is a1most certain1y
unconsti tutiona1, but ASH doesn't pay any heed
to the Constitutioin anyway, so get ready!
Line forms to the 1eft for Lupron shots.
Jerry Johannas

POETIC JUSTICE - John La B1anc

Staff person Jeanette Rouse who was sued by
hosprisoner John La B1anc for harassment, RE:
February issue of Echoes of the Gu1agi 10ng
time thorn in the side of numerous patients

.
- and staff and who esca1ated a harm1ess
incident with Mr. Hardacre to the point of
having him sent to the County Jai1 pending
charges, took severa1 weeks off under the
pretext of an injury from that incident.
Weeks 1ater when she returned to A.S.H. to
work on her same assigned unit; she was
informed that 31 patients had signed a
petition for her remova1 from that unit citing
10 major reasons as to why. Need1ess to say,
nothing nice was said about this evi1 person. I

The petition was submitted to the unit
supervisor. In one day, Mrs. Rouse was not.
on1y removed from unit 34 but Qomp1ete1y from
program VII. She now works on unit 28.
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